Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]
Master of Science in Applied Landscape Archaeology

Brief note about nature of change: removal of attendance as a matter for regulations inclusion that where a placement is taken it requires approval of the course director, and that the means of submission of the digital copy of the dissertation is to be specified in the course handbook.

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2016 http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/mosbciappllandarch/

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2017
[And]
For first examination from 2017-18.

Detail of change
[1.28] Delete from “[1.28] Attendance at….as required”
[1.29] remove b) and insert a)
[1.33] remove “c) A written assignment of not more than 5,000 words for each of four Advanced papers taken from the Schedule below. Candidates will take two Advanced Papers per year of the MSc;”
Insert "b) A written assignment of not more than 5,000 words for each of four Advanced Papers taken from the Schedule below. At the discretion of the course director one of the advanced papers may be substituted by a portfolio of not more than 5,000 words on topics covered during a placement undertaken with the approval of the course director. Candidates will take two Advanced Papers per year of the MSc;"

[1.34] remove d) and insert c)
[1.35] remove e) and insert d)
[1.36] remove f) and insert e)
[1.37] after “digital copy” insert “in a format prescribed in the course handbook”

Explanatory Notes